
Problem: I am using an additive to turn 
my plastisol ink into a discharge ink, but 
am not getting vibrant colors after they 
come out of the dryer. What am I doing 
wrong?
Solution: There are several variables 
which could be causing your lack of suc-
cess. 

1. Are you sure the shirts you are using 
are dischargeable? Some manufacturers 
still use non-reactive dyes in their shirts, 
which will not discharge; only shirts dyed 
with reactive dyes are dischargeable.

2. Is the shirt 100 percent cotton? If 
not, it will not discharge properly.

3. Is your combination of the discharge 
additive and discharge agent correctly 
mixed? Check your ink manufacturer’s 
technical data sheet to see what percent-
age of the additive and agent it suggests 
for the product, then make sure you ac-
curately weigh this into your mixture and 
stir thoroughly.

4. What is your temperature and dwell 
time of the shirt going through your 
conveyor dryer? The discharge process 
is a time-and-temperature process which 
requires a certain amount of heat and 
time in the dryer. The time is especially 
critical. Some ink makers require 320°F 
for 90 seconds to insure the best results. 
Again, check with your ink manufacturer 
to determine the correct temperature and 
time.

5. If you are using a discharge addi-
tive, is the additive compatible with the 
ink into which you are mixing it? For ex-
ample, if you are using Brand-A ink and 
Brand-B discharge additive, the two may 
be incompatible and not only will you 
not get the results you are looking for, it 
will not mix together well either.

—Submitted by Union Ink, 
Ridgefield, N.J.

Lancer Group Int’l.
Winnipeg, MB
The company’s Excalibur 1550 Series Sport-
PRO Athletic Inks are specifically designed for 
printing onto sport uniforms and team jerseys. 
The inks are said to be ideal for synthetic sport 
fabrics such as polyester and blended fabrics, 
with high opacity, maximum bleed resistance, a 
soft hand and high stretch. The finish of the ink 
is matte, popular on today’s sports jerseys, and is 
available in standard, opaque spot colors as well 
as a color matching system.
Use FAST #548

Advice from the ink makers

A number of the ink manufacturers participating in this year’s showcase also 

submitted troubleshooting information detailing how to better get along with 

their products, and plastisol ink in general. Some of the submissions dealt with the 

same or similar troubles (dye migration, for example), but we decided to include some 

of that duplication, as not only positive reinforcement, but for the benefit of slightly 

different takes on addressing similar problems. We hope you enjoy this material, and 

be sure to check out the showcase entries sprinkled throughout this section.

Plastisol-Printers’ 
Troubleshooting Guide

Tech Showcase, 2007

PlastisolInksShowcase
Our industry’s finest formulators of plastisol inks present some of their latest 

products on the following pages, interspersed with a wealth of plastisol-print-

ing troubleshooting advice. For more information directly from these suppliers, 

please access our convenient FASTInfo System, found on page 104.



Problem: I’m experiencing dye migra-
tion when printing white or light ink on 
dark 100 percent polyester.
Solution: It is important to recognize the 
many factors you can control when screen 
printing dark 100 percent polyester mate-
rial. Dryer temperature and speed, ink se-
lection, and ink deposit are the easiest for 
a screen printer to control. You may have 
some control over factors such as garment 
manufacturer, number of print locations, 
and the number of colors. When printing 
polyester it is best to keep the conveyor 
dryer at a lower temperature with a slow-
er belt speed. The dye in polyester gar-
ments has a tendency to bleed at higher 
temperatures. Remember to always select 
a low-bleed polyester ink when printing 
these garments; standard T-shirt inks will 
often bleed on dark polyester material. It 
is also important to note that the print 
may not show dye migration immedi-
ately out of the dryer. Sometimes the ink 
will begin to change color hours or even 
days later. Ink deposit is also important 
when working with polyester. For a thick 

ink deposit, screens should be an 86 or 
110 mesh count and squeegees should 
have 70-durometer blades. Keeping your 
customer informed about the possibility 
of polyester dye migration can also help 

prevent some of these problems. The 
more they know when specifying gar-
ments, the more likely they are to choose 
higher quality materials and fewer print 
locations.

—Submitted by One Stroke Inks, 
Louisville, Ky.

Problem: What causes my plastisol ink 
to wash out when laundered?
Solution: The most common reason for 
wash-out is undercure. The ink film must 
reach the temperature recommended by 
the ink manufacturer in order to achieve a 
total cure. Most plastisol inks must reach 
a temperature of 320°F. It is important 
that the ink film itself reaches that tem-
perature. Dryer readouts and tempera-
ture-strip readings from the garment do 
not ensure that the ink is reaching the 
required temperature.
Problem: What causes my ink to crack 
in the wash?

QCM Textile Inks
Kent, Wash.
XOLB-158 Creamy Glacier 
White is the company’s lat-
est, most dramatic white ink, 
said to exhibit a whiteness 
so white “it almost glows.” 
The ink features a soft, 
creamy consistency that is 
said to be easy to print, but 
with high opacity. Appropri-
ate for printing on most sub-

strates such as 50/50 cotton/poly blends, 100 percent cotton and fleece. As with all the 
company’s “Super White” series inks, it is said to offer good flash cure times. With “fair” 
low-bleed qualities (for greater bleed resistance the company recommends its XOLB-151 
Glacier Max White), the ink is appropriate for use an underbase white as well as a “finish” 
white where white areas of the design must “pop,” enhancing the overall effect of the print.
Use FAST #549

Rutland Plastic 
Tech.
Pineville, N.C.
The company’s Blister Base 
may be printed with foil 
on 100 percent cotton, as 
shown. For the first layer, the 
ink is the company’s MP0231 
Blister Base with 10 percent 
CB 8394 Black; mesh count, 
80S, with 400-micron thick-
film stencil; medium squee-

gee. A flash follows, then hand rub foil onto the print and let cool two print stations. Peel 
foil and send the print through the dryer at 380°F for 90 seconds.  
Use FAST #550

PlastisolInks



Solution: Again, the most common 
culprit is undercuring. Wash-out usually 
occurs with thin deposits of ink, whereas 
cracking is common on thick, undercured 
ink deposits. Test the ink film to make 
sure it is reaching the cure temperature 
recommended by the ink manufacturer.
Problem: Why does my print fade when 
laundered?
Solution: Ink wash-out can give the 
appearance of a fade, but the most com-
mon cause of fading is fibrillation or fiber 
show-through. This condition is caused 
by the shirt fibers pushing through a thin 
ink deposit, creating an illusion of fading. 
Thicker deposits of ink or a clear over-
print will reduce the effects of fibrillation.
Problem: Why doesn’t the ink always 
adhere to the garment? 
Solution: In the case of total separation 
of ink from the substrate, two reasons are 
most prevalent: undercure and incorrect 
ink selection. Different substrates require 
different ink or ink preparation in order 
to ensure good adhesion. Refer to the 
recommended-substrates portion of your 
ink manufacturer’s technical information 

for more information.
Problem: How do I test my dryer for a 
good ink cure?
Solution: The ultimate goal of your 
dryer is to bring the ink film to the cure 
temperature recommended by the ink 

manufacturer. With this in mind, the 
best way to test it is to take a temperature 
reading of the ink itself, either by using a 
thermo-probe with the crosshairs placed 
directly in the ink, or temperature strips 
placed in the wet ink before it passes 
through the dryer.

—Submitted by Wilflex/Div. of PolyOne
Keenesaw, Ga.

Problem: I printed some maroon poly-
ester bowling shirts with a white design. 
The customer just brought them back be-
cause the design had gone pink.
Solution: Dye migration or bleeding 
occurs on polyester garments when the 
disperse dye in polyester fiber is heated 
to temperatures in excess of 265°F caus-
ing it to sublimate. The dye actually 
changes from a solid to a gas. When 
plastisol inks are cured at temperatures 
higher than 265°, these dyes are released 
into the ink causing a discoloration 

Wilflex/Div. of 
PolyOne
Kennesaw, Ga.
Brittle Base is a specially-
formulated ink used to 
create distressed or worn 
textures. After proper ap-
plication and curing, the ink 
can be cracked or distressed 
by pulling or bending the ink 
film. Despite the worn and 
cracked surface, the ink is 
said to still be highly durable 

and will not flake or wash off the garment. Plush Base is a unique textured ink that provides 
the appearance of velvet, suede or flock. Unlike standard puff inks, it is said to maintain 
excellent detail, even in high-density applications, and can easily be mixed with other bases 
to create unique textured effects through flat or high-density stencils.
Use FAST #551

Multi-Tech Inc.
St. Louis
The company’s HPO-1550 is a premium, 
ultra-bright white plastisol ink. This ink 
is designed for cotton shirts but works 
well on a variety of fabrics including basic 
50/50 blends. It features an easy-printing 
viscosity, superior opacity on dark shirts, 
excellent bleed resistance and flashes fast 
with no odor. Multi-Tech also offers a va-
riety of specialty white inks for specialty 
fabrics and individual printer preferences.
Use FAST #552
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in the ink film. Higher temperatures 
cause more severe migration, so avoid 
curing temperatures above 320°F. For 
example, a red 100 percent polyester 
shirt is printed with a standard white 
plastisol and cured at 320°F. The white 
ink begins to turn pink. Note that the 
migration may not become noticeable 
for 24 to 48 hours depending on the 
ink deposit or the quality of the dye 
used in the garment. To avoid these 
affects, print with a quality low-bleed 
ink, or a “dye-migration blocker” as an 
underbase, when printing on 100 per-
cent polyester or polyester performance 
textiles. The type and color of the dyes 
in the garment can allow one product 
to work better than another, so testing 
new fabrics, new colors, and new lots is 
highly recommended, according to the 
following procedure:

• Test for migration by printing the 
fabric with enough white to insure com-
plete coverage. This is normally printed 
through at least a 110-tpi mesh. Print/
flash/print may be necessary to insure 
enough ink for 100 percent coverage.

• Cure the white ink in a dryer that is 
calibrated to insure that a temperature of 
320°F is achieved on the garment. Note: 
This should not be confused with a dryer 
setting of 320°F, but a measured tempera-
ture on the garment.

• Cut the print in half. Place half in a 
convection oven or a warm place to elevate 
its temperature to 125°F for 15 hours. 
This accelerated heat-aging test will simu-
late several weeks of normal aging.

• Place the heat-aged sample beside the 
control sample to compare the differences 
in ink color.

—Submitted by Rutland Plastic Tech., 
Pineville, N.C.

Use FAST #36

Use FAST #132



Problem: My customer reported that 
every shirt has a very faint image on the 
back that’s exactly the same as what we 
printed on the front! How does this hap-
pen, and how can I avoid it?
Solution: Ghost images can appear on 
100 percent cotton shirts after they are 
cured through the dryer. The problem 
is usually associated with the choice of 
white ink. Certain low-bleed inks, for 
printing on polyester or 50/50 blends, 
are formulated with some sort of dye-
blocking agent, which can actually have 

Union Ink Co.
Ridgefield, N.J.
Union announces the addi-
tion of Candy Colors Plas-
tisol to its special-effects ink 
line. This series includes 10 
fashionable, metallic colors 
that are said to provide bril-
liant and stunning enhance-
ments to any design.  For 

optimum performance it is imperative that the Candy Colors be printed over smooth 
underbases such as the company’s PADM-1027 for garments made of 100 percent cotton, 
and PLHT-1075 for garments made of poly/cotton blends.
Use FAST #553

Use FAST #72
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a bleaching effect to cotton dyes if shirts 
exit the hot oven and are stacked on top 
of one another before cooling. The back 
of a shirt sitting on top of the printed 
front of another shirt can develop a 
ghost image of the print. To prevent this 
from happening it is recommended to 
use either a white ink designed for 100 
percent cotton shirts, or a low-bleed ink 
warranted against worries of ghosting 
problems.
Problem: I put a printed garment into 
my dryer and immediately the printed 
inks changed color. What’s going on?
Solution: This is called dye-sublima-
tion—the garment dyes, under heat, are 
sublimating (that is, turning into a gas) 
up through the ink film. While it’s one of 
hardest to correct it is perhaps the easiest 
of problems to see, as it manifests itself 
immediately. The simplest way to avoid 
dyes becoming aggressive is to cure the 
inks at a lower temperature. The ideal 
temperature at which to cure plastisol 
inks on troublesome polyester or polyes-
ter-blend fabrics is between 290-310°F. 
By curing at such lower temperatures you 
will minimize the dye’s ability to sub-
limate. As this is not the normal curing 
temperature for general-purpose plastisol, 
you must ensure that you are using an ink 
specially formulated to cure at lower tem-
peratures.
Problem: I’ve had dye-migration and 
bleeding, but the white ink has always 
shown a pale version of the shirt color. 
Well, the other day, I printed white on 
black shirts, and the ink picked up a 
yellowish-green color. Disgusting! What 
happened?
Solution: This is likely the result of 
overdyed garments. It’s not uncommon 
for a garment maker to overdye a batch of 
lighter-colored garments (that 

Use FAST #69

Use FAST #115



aren’t selling) with a darker color (usu-
ally black). The original dye color is still 
there, though, and your standard proce-
dures for dealing with dye-migration and 
bleeding are appropriate to keep it from 
appearing. Good luck and remember: 
“Ink Doesn’t Think!”

—Submitted by Lancer Group Int’l., 
Winnipeg, MB

Problem: Do I need an adhesive addi-
tive for printing plastisol onto polyester 
garments? 
Solution: The answer is no. Plastisol ink 
will adhere to polyester substrates without 
the aid of catalysts or additives. Introduc-
tion of catalysts or additives will reduce 
the bleed-resistance of the ink. Polyester 
garments will bleed unless printed with 

pure bleed-resistant inks. Be sure to check 
the label on the garment before you pro-
ceed with the print. Many substrates look 
similar, but they require different print 
parameters.
Problem: Do I need an adhesive addi-
tive for plastisol on nylon substrates?
Solution: In most cases, the answer is yes. 
A catalyst must typically be added to the 
plastisol to ensure a stronger adhesion to 
the substrate. In the case of woven nylon 
bags, look for a product that does not re-
quire a catalyst when printed on nylon sub-
strates with a heavy texture. However, these 
materials may be treated for waterproofing, 
in which case the coating must be removed 
before printing and a catalyst added to the 
ink. Be sure to check the label on the gar-
ment before you proceed with the print.
Problem: What can I do to improve 
opacity?
Solution: Ink selection is very impor-
tant. Be sure that the product you choose 
is listed as an opaque ink. However, select-
ing an opaque ink will not ensure a totally 
opaque print. Factors such as print param-
eters and screen preparation contribute to 

One Stroke Inks
Louisville, Ky.
The company’s Sports White is formulated 
for screen printing on 100 percent polyester 
items such as athletic uniforms, jackets and 
bags. This new plastisol ink provides enhanced 
bleed protection, durability and stretchability 
for the most difficult polyester material. As 
spring and summer sports approach rapidly, 
such an ink is said to be a necessity for any 
screen-printing shop specializing in the ath-
letic market. The company also manufactures 
colors for screen printing 100 percent poly-
ester; more than 100 stock colors are avail-
able along with custom color matching.
Use FAST #554

Use FAST #97 Use FAST #48
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achieving maximum opacity. When print-
ed correctly, thicker stencils on screens will 
allow greater amounts of ink to be laid on 
the surface of the garment. The most ef-
fective way to print is with a hard flood 
that fills the stencil space completely, and 
a low-pressure print stroke with a hard, 
square-edge squeegee. This print method 
allows the ink to remain on the surface of 
the substrate, as opacity is greatly dimin-
ished if the ink is driven into the substrate.
Problem: Are there different types of 
plastisols for different types of substrates?
Solution: Yes. Polyester fabrics need bleed 
resistance, nylon fabrics need better adhe-
sion qualities, lycra needs an ink with great 
elongation and so on. Though it would be 
nice to print with a do-all ink, the proper-
ties of the different substrates make it im-
possible to create such a product. You must 
know your substrate, then research the ink 
line you would like to use.

—Submitted by Wilflex/Div. of PolyOne
Keenesaw, Ga.

Problem: I’m concerned that, in my 
search for a plastisol ink of “creamy” con-
sistency to facilitate my manual printing, 
I may be shooting myself in the foot given 
the significantly more demanding condi-
tions on my automatic presses. Is there a 
middle ground?
Solution: The correct body type of a 
plastisol ink is highly thixothropic while 
sitting in stock and of smooth, pseudo-
plastic viscosity throughout the mixing 
and shear stress of automatic printing. It 
is our recommendation to obtain plastisol 
inks formulated with state-of-the-art res-
in formulations to stand still under many 
different circumstances of printing jobs.

—Submitted by Goteks USA,  
Atlanta, Ga.

PW

Use FAST #58

Use FAST #94

Use FAST #51
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